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Executive Summary 

Drivers for the cherry industry include early season challenges and record high temperatures. 

• The 2021 crop is currently predicted to reach 22.4 million 20-pound boxes, but record heat is anticipated to 

lower packouts1.   

• Small cherry sizes and California crop overlap are suppressing early season cherry markets. 

• Temperatures above 100 degrees are causing logistical issues and degraded fruit quality.  

Northwest FCS’ 12-month outlook foresees slight profit margins for 

cherry growers. Favorable consumer interest is expected this season. 

However, early market price compression will likely stay through 

mid-season as cherry supplies increase and a heat wave challenges 

the industry.

Supply 

The 3rd round 2021 projection from the Northwest Cherry Growers’ Field Estimate is 22.4 million boxes. 

Although this year’s crop is currently noted as larger than last year’s small crop, record temperatures 

well above 100 degrees will negatively impact packouts and shrink the crop size.  

Northwest Cherry Crops, millions of 20lb boxes 

 
Source: Northwest Cherry Growers 

 

1 Amount of fruit packed into a box after low quality fruit is removed 
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Early crop projections called for a larger crop, but cold snaps in April caused frost damage. Although a 

few growers reported significant damage, most orchards saw light damage and growers viewed the 

frosts as thinning events.  

Weather throughout the growing season has been volatile with cold snaps and hot spells. Due to this, 

early season cherries did not size up well and there is an abundance of smaller-sized cherries which 

receive lower prices. Also, California supplies, which remained in the market in early June when the 

Northwest crop was kicking off, suppressed early season Northwest cherry prices.  

California supplies have now cleared the market in time for Northwest supplies to ramp up. However, 

hot weather is plaguing the Northwest which is compressing ripening times, straining harvest labor and 

warehouse capacity. Harvest crews are working less hours and picking fruit in the middle of the night 

and early morning to avoid the heat. Some growers are skipping orchards due to fruit ripening too 

quickly. The heat will reduce fruit quality through smaller fruit sizes, sunburn and stemless fruit. 

Operations with adequate labor are able to harvest fruit before it over-ripens, but fruit quality issues are 

still probable as fruit has a hard time sizing without overnight cool temperatures.  

Demand 

Domestic demand proved very strong last year and the same should hold for this year’s crop. Past years 

prove that if quality is high, domestic demand follows as consumers make repeat purchases. If quality 

issues from the heat are widespread consumer demand could weaken.  

Marketing desks are focused on the domestic market due to smaller cherry sizes. The limited supplies of 

larger sized cherries are headed to higher valued export markets.  

Pricing and Profitability 

Early season prices were weaker than anticipated due to small fruit size and crop overlap with California. 

As California’s crop leaves the market the Northwest crop supplies increased leaving little opportunity 

for higher pricing. Quality and sizing issues will lower packouts and likely keep prices low. If demand 

weakens it will be a challenging year for cherry growers.  

Additional Information 

Northwest FCS Business Management Center 
www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Industry-Insights 

Washington State Tree Fruit Association 
www.wstfa.org 

Learn More 

For more information or to share your thoughts and opinions, contact the Business Management Center 

at 866.552.9193 or bmc@northwestfcs.com. 

To receive email notifications about Northwest and global agricultural and economic perspectives, 

trends, programs, events, webinars and articles, visit www.northwestfcs.com/subscribe or contact the 

Business Management Center.

http://www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Industry-Insights
http://www.wstfa.org/
mailto:bmc@northwestfcs.com
https://www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Subscribe
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